Portrait Finishes

Retouching

We offer three finishes on our portraits 11x14 and larger.

Package and individual senior
portraits in all finishes include
facial retouching. Hair and clothing retouching may be available
at an additional cost. While we
try to minimize glare in glasses,
this is not always possible. Severe
glasses glare may cost additional
to remove. Removing braces
from teeth will incur an additional
charge. Ask for a quote.

Majestic is our finest retouched
portrait mounted onto heavy
artboard and sealed with a lacquer
spray.
Regal is our finest retouched portrait mounted onto canvas board
or masonite and sealed with a
lacquer spray.
Imperial is our finest retouched
portrait which is stripped from
the paper backing and mounted
to canvas. Then the canvas is
stetched over a wooden stretcher
frame. Acrylic brush strokes are
painted onto the portrait to give it
an “oil portrait” or painted look.

Custom Collages

Facebook Images
FREE facebook image from each
pose ordered.

Copyright Notice

All images are protected by the
U.S. Copyright Laws of 1978, making duplication in any form illegal.

What is a Unit? A unit is one sheet of 8x10 photographic paper and may
be your choice of the following print sizes: 1 8x10 or 2 5x7’s or 4 4x5’s or 8
wallet size photographs. It is not possible to split units between poses. An
entire unit must be of the same pose.
Package A - $1050
1 30x40 Majestic Portrait & 30
units
Package B - $980
1 24x30 Majestic Portrait & 28
units
Package C - $875
1 20x24 Majestic Portrait & 25
units
Package D - $770
1 20X24 Majestic Portrait & 22

Individual Portraits

Folios

Custom multi-image collages are
available for any print 8x10 or
larger.
Up to 3 images: Print price + $45
Additional images: $ 8.00 each

Senior Portrait Packages

8x8 double - $85
8x8 triple - $105
11x11 double - $95
11x11 triple - $125
Cover color: black

Picture Frames
We have a frame shop onsite! We
carry a complete line of readymade frames or can custom frame
your senior portrait. We offer
a 10% discount on any instock
readymade frame when ordered
at time of pickup of your finished
photos.

Size - Majestic
30x40 $575
24x30 $325
20x24 $205
16x20 $155
11x14 $110

Regal Imperial
$700 $850
$400 $495
$275 $350
$200 $245
$160 $195

Package G - $525
1 11x14 Majestic Portrait & 15 units
Package H - $320
1 11x14 Majestic Portrait & 8 units
Package I - $210
1 11x14 Majestic Portait & 4 units
Package J - $375
12 units
Package K - $265
8 units

Make your Own Package
8x10 Units
1 unit - $40
3 units - $110
5 units or more - $35 per unit
Add an additional unit to a package
$35 each

WalletPhotoSpecial
includes free personalization
8 of one pose - $20
16 of one pose - $26
24 of one pose - $32
32 of one pose - $38
48 of one pose - $45
72 of one pose - $55
96 of one pose - $65

Double Image
Wallets
Two images with
personalization
on photo for an
additional $15

